
VEHICLE INFORMATION

 YOUR VEHICLE'S HEALTH STATUS

POWERTRAIN SYSTEM RESULTS

ENGINE: There is a problem that has caused your Check Engine light to turn on; service is
required. A recommended solution is provided in this report.

EMISSIONS: The United Stated Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has set guidelines for
each U.S. state to follow when conducting an emissions inspection. CarMD follows this criteria
to identify if your vehicle is ready for an emissions test. Based on this criteria, your vehicle is
Not Ready and will most likely Fail the inspection. In addition, your vehicle's condition could be
polluting the environment - please help protect it.

 MY CURE

System Est.Parts Cost Est.Parts + Labor

Engine / Transmission $80.96 $194.17

TEST RESULTS SUMMARY

Check Engine Light Status = ON Ready for Emission Test?=Not Ready

Primary (Check Engine) Codes = P0108 Available Technical Service Bulletins* = 332

Secondary Codes = None Available Safety Recalls = 8

VIN: 2G1WH55K9Y9356287 Transmission Reported: Automatic

Year: 2000 Owner Name: Emily Smith

Make: Chevrolet Date of Report: 9/27/2010 7:17 PM

Model: Impala Mileage Reported: 63585

Engine: V6, 3.8L Trim Level: LS

CarMD tested your vehicle's system and has discovered the following conditions during its
inspection:

 PRIMARY "CHECK ENGINE LIGHT" CODE



This is the code that caused your "Check Engine" light to turn on and it is the primary code that was used to determine
your vehicle's cure

Error Code P0108

This fault code indicates the Comprehensive
Component Monitor (CCM) has detected a
malfunction in the Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP)
or Barometric Pressure (BARO) sensor. The signal
from the sensor was higher than the maximum
expected value for a predetermined period of time
for the driving conditions present when the code was
set. The MAP sensor measures the difference (or
absolute pressure differential) between the air inside
the manifold and the ambient air pressure. The MAP
sensor generates a voltage or frequency output
representing engine (intake) vacuum; the voltage or
frequency increases as engine vacuum decreases.
The vehicle’s computer uses this information to
dynamically adjust air/fuel ratio and ignition timing
uring vehicle operation. The BARO sensor monitors
changes in atmospheric pressure (air density)
associated with changes in elevation or ambient
weather conditions while driving. The BARO sensor
generates a voltage output proportional to the
ambient pressure; as atmospheric pressure
decreases, the voltage output of the sensor
decreases accordingly. The vehicle’s computer uses
this information to dynamically adjust air/fuel ratio
and ignition timing during vehicle operation. The
CCM checks the MAP or BARO sensor for short
circuits, open circuits, out of range values,
functionality and rationality.

Definition MAP Sensor Circuit High Input

Possible Causes:

MAP sensor signal circuit is open or it is shorted to VREF

MAP sensor ground circuit open between sensor and the PCM

MAP sensor is damaged or has failed

PCM has failed

Condition For Setting The Code:

DTC P0121, P0122 or P0123 not set, engine runtime 1-2 minutes, VSS signal less than 1 mph, TP angle below
2% with engine speed under 1500 rpm or above 10% with engine speed over 1500 rpm, and the PCM detected
the MAP sensor was over 4.3v for 3 seconds. The PCM supplies the MAP sensor with a 5v reference circuit, a
ground circuit and in turn, the MAP sensor sends the PCM a MAP sensor signal that is relative to pressure
changes in the manifold. The MAP sensor voltage should be low with low MAP (idle speed or deceleration), or
a high voltage with high MAP (KOEO or at WOT).

Technical Service Bulettin (TSB) Available? No

PRIMARY DIAGNOSTIC CODES

At times, other codes are set and stored whenever a major problem is detected or when an intermittent problem is
discovered by your vehicle’s On Board Diagnostic system. These codes are usually related to why your "Check Engine"
light was set. Below are the additional stored codes:

Error Code P0108 This fault code indicates the Comprehensive
Component Monitor (CCM) has detected a
malfunction in the Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP)
or Barometric Pressure (BARO) sensor. The signal
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from the sensor was higher than the maximum
expected value for a predetermined period of time
for the driving conditions present when the code was
set. The MAP sensor measures the difference (or
absolute pressure differential) between the air inside
the manifold and the ambient air pressure. The MAP
sensor generates a voltage or frequency output
representing engine (intake) vacuum; the voltage or
frequency increases as engine vacuum decreases.
The vehicle’s computer uses this information to
dynamically adjust air/fuel ratio and ignition timing
uring vehicle operation. The BARO sensor monitors
changes in atmospheric pressure (air density)
associated with changes in elevation or ambient
weather conditions while driving. The BARO sensor
generates a voltage output proportional to the
ambient pressure; as atmospheric pressure
decreases, the voltage output of the sensor
decreases accordingly. The vehicle’s computer uses
this information to dynamically adjust air/fuel ratio
and ignition timing during vehicle operation. The
CCM checks the MAP or BARO sensor for short
circuits, open circuits, out of range values,
functionality and rationality.

Definition MAP Sensor Circuit High Input

Possible Causes:

MAP sensor signal circuit is open or it is shorted to VREF

MAP sensor ground circuit open between sensor and the PCM

MAP sensor is damaged or has failed

PCM has failed

Condition For Setting The Code:

DTC P0121, P0122 or P0123 not set, engine runtime 1-2 minutes, VSS signal less than 1 mph, TP angle below
2% with engine speed under 1500 rpm or above 10% with engine speed over 1500 rpm, and the PCM detected
the MAP sensor was over 4.3v for 3 seconds. The PCM supplies the MAP sensor with a 5v reference circuit, a
ground circuit and in turn, the MAP sensor sends the PCM a MAP sensor signal that is relative to pressure
changes in the manifold. The MAP sensor voltage should be low with low MAP (idle speed or deceleration), or
a high voltage with high MAP (KOEO or at WOT).

Technical Service Bulettin (TSB) Available? No

The United Stated Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has set guidelines for each U.S. state to follow when
conducting an emissions inspection. CarMD follows this criteria to identify if your vehicle is ready for an emissions test.
The table below shows all supported Monitors for your vehicle and the test results. Under the EPA guidelines, your
vehicle is considered "Ready" or "Not Ready" based on the following Monitor status criteria: (1) All Model Years 1996 to
2000 must have 2 or less Monitors as "Not Complete"; and (2) All Model Years 2001 and newer must have 1 or less
Monitor as "Not Complete". If your test results show that your are "Not Ready" because of an incomplete Monitor, you
will need to drive your vehicle for several days and run the test again to ensure that your vehicle is ready prior to
scheduling an emissions test. Please be advised that an incomplete Monitor does not indicate that you will fail your
emissions test. However, you will most likely Fail your emissions test if these outcomes are present: (1) Check Engine
light is ON while engine is running; (2) A primary code is present; (3 a vehicle's Check Engine bulb is not working; and
(4) a vehicle's DLC connector is missing, tampered, or inoperable. In this instance, your vehicle will require service prior
to an inspection.

Monitor Name
Monitor

Icon
Status



FREEZE FRAME DATA

MIL (Check Engine Light) ON

Misfire Monitoring Complete

Fuel System Monitoring Complete

Comprehensive Component Monitoring Complete

Catalyst Monitoring Not complete

Evaporative System Monitoring Not complete

Oxygen Sensor Monitoring Not complete

Oxygen Sensor Heater Monitoring Not complete

This is your vehicle's operating condition, which was recorded at the time the failure occurred and the Check Engine
light was set. This information is valuable when performing the fix yourself or if you are having a professional technician
perform the repair. The theory is to recreate these parameters to ensure that the problem was indeed corrected.

Parameter Description Results

DTC for which Freeze Frame was Stored P0108

Fuel System 1 Status Open Loop

Fuel System 2 Status Not Supported

Calculated LOAD Value 0.00 %

Engine Coolant Temp -40.00 °F

Short Term Fuel Trim - Bank 1 99.22 %

Long Term Fuel Trim - Bank 1 0.00 %

Intake Manifold Absolute Pressure 36.42 inHg

Engine RPM 0.00 rpm

Vehicle Speed Sensor 0.00 mph

Ignition Timing Advance #1 Cylinder 10.00 °

Intake Air Temperature 35.60 °F

Air Flow Rate Mass Air Flow Sensor 0.00 lb/min

Absolute Throttle Position 0.00 %

Commanded Secondary Air Status Atmosphere / Off

Oxygen Sensor Output Voltage (B1-S1) 1.07 V

Short Term Fuel Trim (B1-S1) 99.22 %

Oxygen Sensor Output Voltage (B1-S2) 0.00 V

Short Term Fuel Trim (B1-S2) 99.22 %

Oxygen Sensor Output Voltage (B1-S3) 0.00 V

Short Term Fuel Trim (B1-S3) 99.22 %



TECHNICAL SERVICE BULLETINS SAFETY RECALL NOTICES

Below are the possible fix(es) associated with the diagnostic codes retrieved by CarMD. These fixes (or cures) were derived
from actual real world repairs taken from qualified ASE Certified Technicians across the U.S. Estimated repair costs are based
on parts & labor specific to the actual fix; with parts based on average MSRP and labor based on average National Labor
Rates by region.

 MOST LIKELY FIX     

Based on technician feedback, this fix offers the highest probability to resolve the problem.

Recommended Fix: Replace Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP) Sensor

Parts Required Unit Cost Quantity Total

MAP Sensor $80.96 1 80.96

Labor Required

Estimated Labor $88.21 1hrs. $88.21

Miscellaneous $25.00

Estimated Parts Cost: $80.96

Estimated Repair Shop Cost (Parts + Labor): $194.17

Keep your vehicle running safely and healthy! CarMD offers the following resources to keep your vehicle in optimum
condition. Continue checking this section as we bring you additional information. Tell us what else you would like to see in
this section. Send us an email of what you'd like to see in this section

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE

We apologize, however, our database currently does not contain Scheduled Maintenance
Information on this specific vehicle.

WARRANTY INFORMATION

Based upon your vehicle's Year, Make and Model, we have determined that your original
factory warranty is:

Type Description

Basic New Car Warranty: 3 year / 36,000
miles

Powertrain Warranty: 5 year / 100,000
miles

Is Transferable: Yes

TECHNICAL SERVICE & SAFETY RECALL INFORMATION
Your 2000 Chevrolet Impala has 332 technical service bulletins and 8 safety recall notices.



System Type No. of TSBs

Accessories and Fluids 40

Body 113

Brake 27

Cooling 20

Electrical 100

Emission Control 30

Exhaust 7

Fuel & Spark 51

HVAC 39

Powertrain 110

Steering & Suspension 62

Tools & Hardware 48

Wiper and Washer 6

8

Thank you for using CarMD.com. Please Drive Safely.
www.CarMD.com

This information is designed to guide and empower you in your automotive repair and maintenance decisions. Always consult with a
qualified automotive technician before making repairs. Please see detailed Terms and Conditions at CarMD.com for details.

© 2006-2010 CarMD.com Corp. All rights reserved. Portions copyright © 2005 Cengage Learning. All rights reserved. Used under
license. For technical support questions, please call 1.888.MyCarMD (1-888-692-2763) from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. (Monday to Saturday)

Pacific Standard Time.


